FACILITY REPORT

Facility / Business No: E-331-0009 / 8539

Inspector: JEFF HARRIS
Inspection Date: 09/20/2021

Owner: Minidoka County Dist #331
310 10th St
RUPERT, ID 83350

Location:
Minico High School
292 W 100 S
RUPERT, ID 83350

Contact: Michelle VanLeuven
Contact Phone: 2084361254
Contact E-mail: mvanleuven@minidokaschools.org

A response regarding your plans for corrective action for the potential safety hazards is required within 20 calendar days of receipt of report. Corrections need not be completed to respond. Should additional time be needed to formulate responses, an extension of time for up to 60 days may be requested. Include the Business number or State ID number with your response.

Recommendations:
(9/27/2021 12:10 PM JHA)

1. 1910.305(g)(1)(iv)(A) There is an extension cord in use as a substitute for the fixed wiring of a structure. Upper East custodial Blue cord. Extension cords for temporary use.

2. 1910.37(a)(4) Safeguards designed to protect employees during an emergency (e.g., sprinkler systems, alarm systems, fire doors, exit lighting) must be in proper working order at all times. IBC 1010.1.3: Door opening force, the door latch shall release when subjected to a 15-pound force. Multiple fire doors blocked with wedge . apparently magnetic hold open not operable.

3. 1910.141(a)(3)(i) All places of employment shall be kept clean to the extent that the nature of the work allows. Recommend Housekeeping in room # 219, 141 & Instrument storage

4. 1910.176(b) Storage of material shall not create a hazard. Bags, containers, bundles, etc., stored in tiers shall be stacked, blocked, interlocked and limited in height so that they are stable and secure against sliding or collapse. Recommend securing tall shelf in Rm. # 222.

5. 1910.308(b)(2) Emergency illumination shall include all required means of egress lighting, illuminated exit signs, and all other lights necessary to provide illumination. Where emergency lighting is necessary, the system shall be so arranged that the failure of any individual lighting element, such as the burning out of a light bulb, cannot leave any space in total darkness. Recommend Exit & Emergency light in Sound & Lighting for Auditorium.

6. 1910.305(g)(1)(iii) The flexible cord shall be equipped with an attachment plug and shall be energized from an approved receptacle outlet.
Piggy back in Rm. # 121, & 134.

7. 1910.305(g)(1)(iv)(D) Flexible electric cords are not allowed to be attached to building surfaces.
Green cord over doorway in Rm. # 134.

8. 1910.37(b)(4) If the direction of travel to the exit or exit discharge is not immediately apparent, signs must be posted along the exit access indicating the direction of travel to the nearest exit and exit discharge. Additionally, the line-of-sight to an exit sign must clearly be visible at all times.
General note throughout facility to have emergency evacuation maps properly posted in class rooms that include Primary & Secondary routes of egress.
FACILITY REPORT

Facility / Business No: E-331-0009 / 8539
Inspector: JEFF HARRIS
Owner: Minidoka County Dist #33L
3L0 L0th St
RPTER, 5ID 833V0
Inspection Date: 09/21/2022

Location:
Minico High School
292 U L00 S
RPTER, 5ID 833V0
Contact: Michelle vanVeen
Contact Thone: 208431L2V4
Contact E-mail: mvanvewear@minidokaschools.org

A response regarding your plans for corrective action for the potential safety hazards is required within 20 calendar days of receipt of report. Corrections need not be completed to respond. Should additional time be needed to formulate responses, an extension of time for up to 60 days may be requested. Include the Business number or State ID number with your response.

Recommendations:
(10/5/2022 3:25 PM JHA)
1. 5th. Repeat:1910.305(g)(1)(iii) The flexible cord shall be equipped with an attachment plug and shall be energized from an approved receptacle outlet. Multiple piggybacks in rooms # 121, 122, & 137.

2. 1910.303(g)(1)(i)(B) The width of working space in front of the electric equipment shall be the width of the equipment or 30 in., whichever is greater. In all cases, the working space shall permit at least a 90-degree opening of equipment doors or hinged panels.
Electrical panels obstructed in Rm. # 146.

3. General Duty Clause: 5. Duties (a) Each employer (1) shall furnish each of his employees employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees.
Recommend trimming branches that are hanging down at eye level at west egress, to avoid potential injury.

4. 1910.37(d)(2) During repairs or alterations, employees must not occupy a workplace unless the exit routes required by this subpart are available and existing fire protections are maintained, or until alternate fire protection is furnished that provides an equivalent level of safety.
Recommend closing up attic access hole in storage room by # 201.

5. 1910.1450(e)(1) Where hazardous chemicals as defined by this standard are used in the workplace, the employer shall develop and carry out the provisions of a written Chemical Hygiene Plan.
Multiple issues in chemistry storage room need to be addressed. Including proper disposal of old, out of date & unused chemicals. No chemicals to be stored above eye level of instructor. Nothing to be stored on floor of storage room. Etc.
FACILITY REPORT

Facility / Business No: E-331-0009 / 8539
Inspector: JEFF HARRIS
O1 ner: winidoMk k oNty Dist u33#
3#0 #0th St
RUPERT, ID 83350
Inspection Date: 09/20/2023

Location:
winico High School
292 W #00 S
RUPERT, ID 83350

Contact: wichelle VanLeOven
Phone: 208436#254
E-mail: mvanleOven@minidoMaschools.org

A response regarding your plans for corrective action for the potential safety hazards is required within 20 calendar days of receipt of report. Corrections need not be completed to respond. Should additional time be needed to formulate responses, an extension of time for up to 60 days may be requested. Include the Business number or State ID number with your response.

Recommendations:
(9/26/2023 8:08 AM JHA)

1.6th. REPEAT: (150.06.a) Electric power taps shall be plugged directly to an approved electric receptacle. They shall not be "daisy chained", "piggy backed" or otherwise connected to one another.
Piggybacked power strips in rooms # 121, & 109.

2. REPEAT: 1910.1450(e)(1) Where hazardous chemicals as defined by this standard are used in the workplace, the employer shall develop and carry out the provisions of a written Chemical Hygiene Plan. Multiple issues in chemistry storage room need to be addressed. Including proper disposal of old, out of date & unused chemicals. No chemicals to be stored above eye level of instructor. Nothing to be stored on floor of storage room. Etc.

3. 1910.303(b)(2) Listed or labeled equipment shall be installed and used in accordance with any instructions included in the listing or labeling: multi-plug adapter must comply with NFPA 70 and IFC. Unprotected multi port extension cord in room # 159.

4. 1910.141(a)(3)(i) All places of employment shall be kept clean to the extent that the nature of the work allows. Recommend Houskeeping in room # 121, & Band office & storage area.

5. 1910.23(c)(3) Ladders are not loaded beyond the maximum intended load.
Light duty household step ladder in SW old hall janitors closet.

6. 1910.37(d)(2) During repairs or alterations, employees must not occupy a workplace unless the exit routes required by this subpart are available and existing fire protections are maintained, or until alternate fire protection is furnished that provides an equivalent level of safety.
Missing ceiling tiles in Choir office.

7. 1910.242(a) Each employer shall be responsible for the safe condition of tools and equipment used by employees, including tools and equipment which may be furnished by employees.
West short hall egress door slams shut. Potential finger breaker.

8. 1910.308(b)(2) Emergency illumination shall include all required means of egress lighting, illuminated exit signs, and all other lights necessary to provide illumination. Where emergency lighting is necessary, the system shall be so arranged that the failure of any individual lighting element, such as the burning out of a light bulb, cannot leave any space in total darkness.
Emergency light by Gym concessions door not operable when tested.